
 

 
SUPPORT FROM INDUSTRY THOUGHT-LEADERS 

 
“HYPRLIFT recalls the early years of our industry when change was rapid, visionaries 
imagined a future none had seen, and innovators fundamentally changed our cities.        
I applaud the effort and look forward to seeing the commercialization of HYPRLIFT’s 
technology.” 
     Randy Wilcox, Former President 

Otis Elevator Company 

 
“It’s not often a generational product comes to market and forever changes an 
industry. I believe the HYPRLIFT system is that kind of product. I foresee a bright future 
for HYPRLIFT!” 
     James Fortune, Principal 
     Fortune Shepler Saling Elevator Consultants 

 
“There is both a critical market need and global business opportunity for the HYPRLIFT 
system…this potentially game-changing technology.” 
 
     Peter Weismantle, Managing Director 

Peter Weismantle LLC 
     Former Director of Supertall Building Technology 
     Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture  

 
“The HYPRLIFT system seems to be a logical solution and the next major advancement 
in elevator design and technology for supertall buildings.” 
 
     Joseph Neto,  Area V.P. – New York 
     Lerch Bates Elevator Consultants 

 
“HYPRLIFT’s approach eliminates the limiting factor in the height of a building – 
elevator wire ropes. Concepts that achieve that are eminently worthwhile to continue 
to grow and develop.” 
     John Saling, Principal Partner 
     Fortune Shepler Saling Elevator Consultants 

 
 



 
 
 
“A system such as HYPRLIFT has the potential to add efficiency to the design and 
construction industries that so desperately needs to improve its relationship with the 
environment.” 
     Alejandro Stochetti, Director of Design 
     Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture 



 
 
 
February 23, 2022 
 
 
Subject:  Hyprlift 
 
 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
 
I have been in the elevator industry for 40 years. Thirty-three of those years was spent at Otis 
Elevator Company where I was President, South Asia Pacific and the longest serving President 
of the Americas. Today I advise those looking to invest in the industry. 
 
The elevator industry has been slow to adopt new technologies. This caution has contributed to 
the safest form of transportation, but it has also discouraged breakthrough innovation. Much of 
the industry’s creative energy is focused on advancements that make existing technology more 
efficient. 
 
Hyprlift technology is a revolutionary departure from existing technologies. While it is focused 
on making supertall buildings viable and efficient, its technology represents a fundamental 
change that has the potential for re-imagining the way even buildings of traditional size are 
designed.   
 
Hyprlift recalls the early years of our industry when change was rapid, visionaries imagined a 
future none had seen, and innovators fundamentally changed our cities. I applaud the effort 
and look forward to seeing the commercialization of Hyprlift’s technology. 
 
 
Randy Wilcox 
 



 

180 Serenity Place 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 USA 

303-710-6819 

 

 

 

June 21, 2022 

 

Re:  Hyprlift 

To Whom It May Concern: 

I am the founder and principal partner at Fortune Shepler Saling (FS2), a leading consultancy firm in the 

global vertical transportation industry. During my 40+ year career, I was the elevator consultant for 

many world-renowned supertall building projects including Taipei 101 in Taiwan, the International 

Financial Centre (IFC) and International Commerce Centre (ICC) towers in China, the Burj Khalifa in 

Dubai, currently the world’s tallest building, and the Jeddah Tower (formerly known as the Kingdom 

Tower) in Saudi Arabia, currently under construction but when completed will surpass the Burj Khalifa as 

the world’s tallest building. 

As cities around the world become more and more densified, supertall buildings have become a 

necessity in many places to accommodate the increase in population and prevent urban sprawl. In 

supertall buildings, traditional elevators consume an enormous amount of space because each cab 

requires its own dedicated shaft. This is not an efficient use of space. In contrast, the Hyprlift system 

allows multiple cabs to travel within the same shaft and so reduces the number of required shafts and 

frees up space that can then be reallocated for building occupants.  

It's not often a generational product comes to market and forever changes an industry. I believe the 

Hyprlift system is that kind of product. I foresee a bright future for Hyprlift! 

Sincerely, 

James Fortune 

Principal 



PETER WEISMANTE LLC 
 
 
 
 
 

 

June 16, 2022 

Re: Hyprlift 

 

To whom it may concern, 
 

My name is Peter Weismantle, I am the Managing Director of Peter Weismantle 
LLC and a Registered Architect for more than 45 years. Before starting my own 
consulting practice, I spent 12 years as Director of Supertall Building Technology 
at Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture where I was the Chief Technical 
Architect on several tall towers including Jeddah Tower, a supertall building 
currently under construction in Saudi Arabia, which when completed will be the 
world’s tallest building. Before that, I was an Associate Partner in the Chicago 
and London offices of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, where I served as Senior 
Technical Architect on several supertall towers, including Shanghai’s 88-story Jin 
Mao Tower and the 163-story, 828 meter (2,717 foot) tall Burj Khalifa, currently 
the world’s tallest building. 

 
Solving the problem of vertical transportation in supertall buildings is key in the 
functionality and economic viability of that building type. Given the recent 
proliferation of supertall buildings around the world, there has been a 
significant amount of research and development by both US and international 
elevator manufacturers to overcome issues and limitations related to height, 
speed, energy efficiency, space utilization and handling capacity. Given the 
extreme costs related to constructing tall buildings and increasing need to 
densify urban areas; there is both a critical market need and global business 
opportunity for the Hyprlift system. 
 
I am writing in support of the next stage in the development of Hyprlift’s tractive 
drive system. We are on the cusp of significant developments in autonomous 
control technology and artificial intelligence that can be leveraged in order to 
potentially solve problems and overcome limitations that current vertical 
transportation technologies do not.  

 
Thank you in advance for your consideration of this potentially game-changing 
technology 

 
Regards, 

 

 
Peter A. Weismantle FAIA RIBA 
Managing Director, Peter Weismantle LLC 
605 Woodbine Ave. 
Oak Park, Illinois 60302 
312-714-4677 
peterweismantle@gmail.com 
 
 



June 20, 2022

SUBJECT: Hyprlift

To Whom It May Concern:

My name is Joseph J. Neto.  I am the Area Vice President of Lerch Bates in New York.  
I’ve been in the elevator consulting and engineering business for over thirty-one years.

Prior to working for Lerch Bates, I was the President of my own vertical transportation 
consulting firm for nearly twenty-five years.  Throughout my career, I have been 
involved with the design, commissioning and testing of thousands of vertical 
transportation devices (elevators, escalators, lifts, etc.).  

Over the past thirty-one years, we have seen elevator technology evolve in many areas.  
The introduction of destination-based dispatching systems (over twenty years ago) 
revolutionized the way elevators group people together.  This technology has opened 
the door for other innovative advancements in elevator design.  We now have systems 
where we can have more than one elevator in a single shaft.

The Hyprlift system seems to be a logical solution and the next major advancement in 
elevator design and technology for buildings of all sizes, particularly for super-tall 
buildings.  Hyprlift’s tractive drive system solves many issues that we face when 
designing a high rise elevator system.  Having the ability to remove a device from 
circulation for performing maintenance or repairs, or even being able to swap a device, 
allows maintenance and repairs to be performed at any time without impeding service to 
the tenants.  Additionally, with the elimination of suspension cables, counterweights, 
traveling cables and many other components typically found on traction elevator 
systems, many of the time-consuming maintenance tasks and repairs are also 
eliminated, which translates into less downtime for each elevator.

The elevator industry has moved towards performance-based systems and continues to 
design equipment that requires less building space and less maintenance.  I believe 
there is a tremendous market for the Hyprlift system, as it takes saving space and 
minimizing downtime to an entirely new level.  I also believe that there are significant 
business opportunities for individuals or companies to get involved with this next 
generation of elevator technology.

I’m looking forward to seeing the concept of Hyprlift come to life in the very near future.

Sincerely,

Joseph J. Neto
Area Vice President – New York
joe.neto@lerchbates.com
516-807.3379

mailto:joe.neto@lerchbates.com


  

 

 

37 Woodland Road 

Maplewood, NJ 07040 

USA 

862-400-6382 

September 1, 2020 

 

 

To whom it may concern, 

 

 

I’ve seen Jim Hutchinson’s conceptual demonstration of Hyprlift and understand its basic operating 

principles.  As a 30 year elevator industry veteran who has worked for the Otis Elevator Company and 

ThyssenKrupp Elevator and well as private elevator consulting firms, I appreciate Jim’s “thinking outside 

the box” approach.   

 

The elevator industry has evolved from tall, to super-tall to mega-tall buildings in the last 15-20 years, 

and that trend is expected to continue.   Hyprlift’s approach eliminates the limiting factor in the height 

of a building – elevator wire ropes.  Concepts that achieve that are eminently worthwhile to continue to 

grow and develop. 

 

I wish Jim and his team the best of luck. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

John C. Saling 

Principal   








